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Abstract Residential mobility has substantial negative effects on voter turnout.

However, existing studies have been unable to disentangle whether this is due to

social costs, informational costs or convenience costs that are related to re-regis-

tration. This article analyzes the relevance of the different costs by studying the

effect of moving and reassignment to a new polling station in an automatic regis-

tration context and using a register-based panel dataset with validated turnout for

2.1 million citizens. The negative effect of moving on turnout does not differ

substantially depending on the distance moved from the old neighborhood and it

does not matter if citizens change municipality. Thus, the disruption of social ties is

the main explanation for the negative effect of moving on turnout. Furthermore, the

timing of residential mobility is important as the effect on turnout declines quickly

after settling down. This illustrates that large events in citizens’ everyday life close

to Election Day can distract them from going to the polling station. Finally, resi-

dential mobility mostly affects the turnout of less educated citizens. Consequen-

tially, residential mobility increases inequalities in voter participation, which can be

viewed as a democratic problem.

Keywords Voter turnout � Costs of voting � Participation � Reassignment of
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It is well documented that citizens who move vote less than citizens who are

residentially stable (e.g., Squire et al. 1987; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980;

Highton 2000; Highton and Wolfinger 2001). Furthermore, disruptions to citizens’

voting circumstances, e.g. by reassigning them to vote at a new polling station, has

been shown to have negative effects on turnout (Dyck and Gimpel 2005; Brady and

Mcnulty 2011). While the existing studies have taught us a great deal about how

different disruption factors negatively affect turnout, we lack knowledge about the

reasons for this phenomenon. Indeed, there has been no coherent study that

investigates different types of residential changes and reassignment to new polling

stations, which leaves a knowledge deficit regarding the relative impact of different

residential patterns and polling station assignments.

By utilizing a novel dataset, this article investigates the relative effect of

reassignment to a new polling station and residential mobility for three different

moving patterns. With this approach, changes in voting circumstances are used to

investigate the factors that influences citizens’ turnout decision. In this way, the

article adds to the broader literature regarding the factors that influence individual

turnout (Brady et al. 1995; Blais 2006; Smets and Van Ham 2013), which is a key

factor for a well-functioning representative democracy (Wolfinger and Rosenstone

1980; Lane 1959; Dahl 1989; Lijphart 1997; Franklin 2004).

The article focuses on the costs of voting (cf. Downs 1957) and suggests opening

the cost-term up by considering three types of costs that might explain why movers

vote less. First, convenience costs (e.g., registration to vote and time spent going to

the polling station) increases when people move (Squire et al. 1987; Ansolabehere

et al. 2012). Second, informational costs (e.g., obtaining information about where to

vote and for whom to vote) related to voting increases when citizens change

residence (Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Brady and Mcnulty 2011). Third, the

social costs that are associated with voting, which covers the social rewards from

voting at a polling station, as one has the possibility of fulfilling one’s civic duty and

expose this act of citizenship to a broader community, arguably also increases (Lane

1959; Rosenstone and Hansen 1993; Dowding et al. 2012). By including four types

of residential patterns as well as information about polling station assignment in the

same analysis, this study brings us a step closer to understanding the relevance of

the three types of costs in explaining turnout.

This article brings three main contributions to the existing literature. First, the

study increases our understanding of the relevance of convenience, informational

and social costs in a more stringent way than earlier studies. To be sure, studies have

found a negative effect of moving (Squire et al. 1987; Highton 2000; Highton and

Wolfinger 2001) as well as being reassigned to a new polling station (Brady and

Mcnulty 2011; Hayes and Mckee 2009) on turnout. A central explanation that has

been given for these findings is increased convenience costs due to the need to re-

register to vote in the United States (cf. Rosenstone and Wolfinger 1978; Squire

et al. 1987; Ansolabehere et al. 2012). Re-registration, however, makes it difficult to

test the relevance of social and informational costs, as re-registration is always

present at the same time as increased informational and social costs. Finding a

negative effect of moving on turnout in an institutional setting with automatic

registration implies that either the informational or social costs is important to
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explain the negative effect of moving and reassignment to a new polling station on

turnout. The study presented here suggests that social costs in particular play an

important role, but it is also stressed that informational costs cannot be ruled out as

affecting turnout based on the findings of a single study.

Second, the analysis teases out the importance of the timing of residential change

on turnout. Existing studies often mention practical burdens due to relocation

shortly before an election as one of the reasons for the negative effect of moving on

turnout as events in their everyday life distracts their attention away from politics

(e.g., Highton 2000; Squire et al. 1987). However, there have been no empirical

studies that actually investigate to what degree the timing of residential change

matters. To answer the question empirically, we need precise information regarding

the timing of a large number of citizens’ residential status in combination with their

residential patterns and validated turnout. Such data were available for this study,

making it a unique contribution to the literature.

Third, the study contributes to the existing research by investigating whether

there is a heterogeneous effect of moving on turnout conditional on the level of

education. It is argued that less educated citizens have greater difficulty coping with

new political information and have fewer people in their social network who are

politically interested (Denny and Doyle 2008; Highton 2009; Persson 2014). This

makes them likely to be more vulnerable to changes due to moving or reassignment.

If this is the case, it implies that the inequality in turnout increases when citizens

change residence, which could be problematic for the functioning of a represen-

tative democracy (Lane 1959: 344–45; Lindsay 1947) as well as for less educated

citizens whose policy preferences might be taken less into consideration (cf.

Leighley and Nagler 2013: Chapter 6; Martin 2003; Griffin and Newman 2005).

This analysis builds on nationwide panel data with precise information on

residence location, date of residential change and validated turnout. The dataset

covers Danish Municipality Elections in 2009 and 2013 as well as in the period in

between with regard to a range of highly valid register variables (Bhatti and Hansen

2010; Bhatti et al. 2014b). It is thus possible to study the effect of the changes

between the two elections in ways that are less fragile to problems with omitted

variables than an analysis that is conducted on cross-sectional data. Furthermore,

using panel data with a baseline measurement of individual characteristics can help

address potential confounding problems that are associated with self-selection into

residential groups with which earlier cross-sectional based studies have struggled.

Altogether, the study provides highly reliable estimates of the relative importance of

convenience, informational and social costs in explaining turnout changes for

movers and reassigned voters.

Convenience, Informational and Social Costs of Voting

In a general sense, the decision of whether to vote can be expressed by the classic

calculus of voting (Downs 1957; Riker and Ordeshook 1968). While the empirical

merits of the calculus of voting are disputed (Blais 2000), the theoretical model does

seem useful to explain how changes in the different elements influence turnout
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(Blais et al. 2000). When citizens move or are reassigned to vote at a new polling

station, the costs of voting are affected. To be more specific, in this article, the costs

of voting are divided into three categories.

First, there are convenience costs. This covers the time spent on registering to

vote, transportation time as well as time spent at the polling station (Brady and

Mcnulty 2011; Dyck and Gimpel 2005; Gronke et al. 2008).

Second, there are informational costs, which consist of two elements. First, there

is the research that is required to locate one’s polling place and how to get there

(Brady and Mcnulty 2011; Mcnulty et al. 2009). We can think of these elements as

the practical informational costs that are required to vote. The other element is the

need to acquire information about the candidates and to obtain information on

community affairs (Lane 1959; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980). In this analysis,

we refer to political informational costs as these types of costs.

Third, there are social costs. In this view, both the internal feeling of duty

towards the political community as well as the external social consequences of

(non)voting are to some degree affected by peoples’ social surroundings, including

their neighborhood (Lane 1959; Gerber et al. 2008; Panagopoulos 2013). Being

socially integrated in a neighborhood will consequently increase the motivation to

vote and thereby comply with the dominant social norms in the neighborhood

(Sinclair 2012). Furthermore, recent research shows that a substantial share of

voters go to their polling station with friends and family (Fieldhouse and Cutts

2012; Bhatti et al. 2015). In this way, being socially integrated in a neighborhood

might make it more likely that the trip to a polling station becomes a social event

and thereby brings down the costs of voting.

In addition to the three types of costs it is also relevant to mention a potential

distraction effect. This term covers the immediate practical tasks related to moving

such as packing, remodeling and unpacking that requires the voters’ time and

energy. When moving just before an election, there might not be time and energy to

go to the polls during the day (Highton 2000; Squire et al. 1987). The distraction

effect is closely related to the timing of residential change and will be therefore be

discussed in the part of the analysis that focuses on timing.

For citizens who are changing residence or being reassigned to new polling

stations, one, two or all three types of costs might change. While some citizens

might be capable of handling the changes, even a small increase in the cost of voting

can lead to abstention from voting for other citizens (cf. Brady and Mcnulty 2011).

Whereas a number of studies have analyzed the three types of costs separately with

regard to residential mobility and reassignment (e.g., Squire et al. 1987; Highton

and Wolfinger 2001; Dyck and Gimpel 2005; Brady and Mcnulty 2011), there are

no existing studies that investigate the relative importance of the different types of

costs. By including both reassigned persons and movers with different moving

patterns in the same analysis, it is possible to clarify the relative importance of the

different types of costs.
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Research Design

To analyze the relevance of the different types of costs, we split the citizens into five

groups conditional on their residential status and polling station assignments in 2009

and 2013 (Fig. 1). In general, the convenience, informational and social costs of the

five groups is affected in different degrees. Overall, the costs increases from group

A to E because the stayers are least affected and movers who changes municipalities

are most affected.

By dividing the citizens into five groups, we are able to get a better understanding

of how reassignment to a new polling station and residential mobility affects

turnout. Group A, the stayers who voted at the same polling station in 2009 and

2013, functions as a baseline throughout the analysis. To analyze whether there is an

effect of being reassigned to a new polling station or changing address, the changes

in turnout within each of the groups will be compared with the changes in turnout in

group A.

Furthermore, the design allows us to enhance our understanding regarding the

relevance of the three types of costs that are outlined above. For instance, all movers

have to cope with a range of practicalities regarding their residential changes, which

in itself can cause their absence from voting. However, some of the movers

experience small changes in their informational costs (e.g., movers within the same

municipality), while others experience larger changes in informational costs (e.g.,

movers in new municipalities). By comparing these groups, we can obtain a better

understanding of the relevance of informational costs. This example is provided to

give an idea of the logic that will be followed throughout the analysis. For each of

the groups in Fig. 1, the relevant comparisons will be made in the analysis followed

by a discussion about the implications for the existing theoretical models.

In addition to investigating the relevance of the three types of costs for reassigned

stayers and movers, we also take two different moderators into consideration. First,

the potential distraction effect from moving shortly before an election is analyzed

by conditioning the effect of residential change on timing. Specifically, the movers

are divided into three groups conditional on the timing of their residential change: a

group containing movers within 0–30 days ahead of the election, a group with those

Fig. 1 Illustration of residential status and polling station assignment in 2009 and 2013. It shows a
hypothetical municipality (full line), districts (dashed lines) and polling stations (Asterisk) in 2009 and in
2013
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who moved 31–90 days ahead of the election and a group with those who moved

between 91 days and the last election.

Second, the potential heterogeneous effect of moving are investigated by

analyzing how residential change affects the turnout for citizens dependent on their

educational attainment. There are a number of explanations for why the turnout

consequences of residential mobility might be largest for the less educated citizens,

which will be elaborated in the analysis.

Data and Context: The Danish Municipality Elections in 2009 and 2013

The study centers around the Danish municipality elections that were held in 2009

and 2013. The elections take place on the third Tuesday in November every 4 years

across all 98 Danish municipalities simultaneously. Eligible voters are automati-

cally registered to vote1 and receive a voting card approximately 10 days before the

elections (Bhatti et al. 2014a).2 The exact address of the polling station is printed on

the voting card, which they are required to bring to the polling station. If citizens

lose or forget their polling card, they can vote by identifying themselves with a

picture ID (e.g., a driver’s license or passport) at the polling station. In this way, the

logistic barriers for voting are quite low.

The municipalities have proportional representation with an average of 10.6 party

lists that ran and 6.3 party lists that were elected in the 2013-elections. The

municipalities play a central role in providing government services, including public

schools, childcare and eldercare. The municipalities collect income taxes and decide

on tax levels with a large degree of autonomy. In 2014, the average income tax in

the municipalities was 25 %. The municipalities are quite diverse with regard to

population size ranging from 1837 inhabitants on the small island municipality

Læsø to 569,000 in the capitol municipality of Copenhagen (as of October 1st

2013).

Turnout during the last 40 years has averaged at approximately 70 % (Bhatti

et al. 2014b), which is a high turnout rate compared with most other democracies

without compulsory voting (International Idea 2015). The elections in 2009 had an

average turnout of 65.8 %, while the turnout was 71.9 % in 2013. The election

campaigns are highly visible in the streets and media outlet leading up to the

election. Furthermore, there is presumably a strong civic duty norm of voting in

Denmark (Elklit et al. 2005). In sum, these factors make the elections relatively high

in salience from a comparative perspective.

1 Citizens who move to a new municipality within nine days before the election need to have registered

their new address with the authorities to be able to vote in their new municipality. It is normal practice to

register a new address ahead of changing residence, as it is the basis for a large number of public service

provisions. Changing one’s address is done online and takes only a few minutes. In case citizens miss this

date, they will be registered to vote in their old municipality.
2 Voters can cast an early vote up to 3 months ahead of the elections by going to a pre-election polling

place (e.g. a library). Citizens’ cannot use mail-in voting. In the 2013-elections, 5.3 % of the votes were

cast as early votes (Bhatti et al. 2014b). The early voters are included in the analysis and it does not make

any substantial difference if the analysis is conducted without these voters.
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As the analysis focuses on the effect of residential change or changing polling

stations between the two elections, the dataset is restricted to citizens who are

present in the data in both elections. Consequentially, first-time voters in 2013 and

voters who were deceased or moved out of the country between the two elections

are excluded from the dataset. The dataset covers individual level register data on

turnout and a number of other variables for 2,080,392 citizens across the two

elections. This corresponds to 48 % of the eligible voters in 2013. The data include

almost all of the citizens in 48 different municipalities on election day in 2009.3

The turnout data are merged with register data from Statistics Denmark.4 The

data include a large number of reliable variables for all Danish citizens. Highly

relevant, it includes the precise address for all citizens and the precise date of

moving into or away from a given address. Having the timing of residential change

for such a large part of the population is especially useful, as the existing studies on

residential mobility and turnout usually have to categorize movers in broad

categories. In most of the existing studies, movers are placed in 1-year intervals of

their residential change, which means that the group that moves closest to the

election is categorized as having moved within 0–1 year before the election (e.g.,

Highton 2000; Highton and Wolfinger 2001; Bowers 2004; Ansolabehere et al.

2012; Knack and White 2000).5 It is also possible to identify other household and

family members. Furthermore, the data include variables that are often used in

turnout studies, such as education, age, gender, marital status, ethnicity, etc. Such

information are used to control for some of the factors that might also explain

individual level turnout.

The final type of data is information on polling station addresses for each citizen

in 2009 and 2013. This information can be used to calculate the distance to the

polling place in both elections and to locate citizens who were reassigned to vote at

new polling stations.

There are two central advantages about the data. First, the analysis is built upon a

panel dataset. This approach removes many of the problems with which cross-

sectional studies struggle. As the study focuses on changes between two elections,

issues relating to the composition of the compared groups are only relevant to the

extent that these groups’ propensity to vote develop differently during the two

3 In Denmark, voting lists are normally destroyed shortly after the election. However, in 2009 and 2013,

all municipalities were allowed and encouraged to send the lists in digital form to a team of researchers.

In 2009, 44 municipalities delivered the voter files for almost all of their citizens, and all municipalities

delivered the information in 2013 (for a more detailed description, see Bhatti and Hansen 2010; Bhatti

et al. 2014b).
4 The data are stored on servers at Statistics Denmark. Due to security and privacy reasons, the data

cannot be made available on the Internet. Researchers interested in replicating the findings are welcome

to visit and work under supervision. Also, a number of other researchers from Danish research institutions

have access to the data and can be helpful if questions arise. Please ask the author for references.
5 One noteworthy exception is Squire et al. (1987), in which a part of the analysis is based on the Current

Population Survey (CPS), a dataset containing residential mobility information at a monthly level for app.

115,000 citizens. Unfortunately, the same dataset contains a limited number of politically relevant

variables, and the authors do not have access to validated turnout for the sample. Knack and White (2000)

uses CPS data as well but does not present results at a more detailed level than whether citizens have

changed residence within a year before the election.
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elections. And even when that is the case, it is possible to control for several

underlying variables that can contain this problem.

Second, the data stems from government registers for almost all voters in half of

the municipalities in Denmark. The register data are highly valid and updated with

great precision. This is an improvement compared to several existing studies, where

residential information or turnout are self-reported, residential changes are reported

with less precision or few control variables are available or are surrounded by more

uncertainty (e.g., Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Squire et al. 1987; Highton 2000;

Highton and Wolfinger 2001; Dyck and Gimpel 2005; Hayes and Mckee 2009;

Mcnulty et al. 2009; Brady and Mcnulty 2011; Ansolabehere et al. 2012).

Consequentially, the data allow the study to add to the existing research in a new

context and with a high data reliability, which makes for an effective test of the

robustness of earlier findings.

Analysis of Residential Changes and Polling Station Assignment
on Turnout

We begin with an overview of the central variables. The three central independent

variables in the analysis are polling station assignment, residential status and timing

of residential change. There were 1418 polling stations in Denmark in 2013, which

are 166 fewer than in 2009. The primary reason for the closure of polling stations

was budget constraints, and the location of polling stations is not considered to be a

political question in Denmark.

The dependent variable throughout the analysis is turnout in the 2013 elections.

A total of 74 % of the sample voted in 2013. Turnout increased by 7.5 % points for

the sample from 2009 to 2013 while the increase was 6.1 % points in the population

(turnout in 2009 and 2013 for the five groups conditional on timing of residential

change is shown in the Online Resource Table 1).

Unsurprisingly, stayers vote at substantially higher rates than movers. Residen-

tially stable citizens differ from movers on a number of potentially confounding

variables that are associated with turnout (e.g., age and education). Thus, simply

comparing the two groups with each other would likely lead to spurious findings due

to omitted variables. Unsurprisingly, there are much self-selection regarding

whether citizens stay put or change residence.

Fortunately, the panel data makes it possible to address such concerns about the

consequences of self-selection into groups to a considerable degree, as we can

include a baseline measurement of individual characteristics in the analysis. In

practice, a control variable for past turnout is included in all of the logistic

regression analysis that follows. When including lagged dependent variables in this

way, the statistical problems regarding potentially omitted variable bias are

substantially reduced (Keele and Kelly 2006). The approach is useful when the

outcome variable is expected to be highly dependent on past values of the same

variable. This is indeed the case, as past turnout is known as one of the best

predictors of turnout for a range of different reasons (cf. Smets and Van Ham 2013;

Plutzer 2002; Cutts et al. 2009). Using a logistic regression with residential status,
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polling station assignment and past turnout as independent variables, the average

marginal effect from voting in 2009 on voting in 2013 is 32 % points, which

documents that this indeed is a strong predictor of turnout in 2013 (cf. Table 1 in

Appendix).

In Fig. 2, the average marginal effect on turnout for the reassigned stayers and

the three groups of movers are plotted from two models. We will focus on the

controlled model here, which includes a number control variables to try to tackle

potential biases that stem from omitted variables to a larger degree then the

inclusion of past turnout allows. The fact that the analysis is conducted using panel

data does in itself help to tackle the potential problem with the groups being

composed by different types of persons. As such, all of the factors that are constant

within persons in the groups are rather unproblematic (Keele and Kelly 2006).

However, if the propensity to vote develops differently for persons in the different

groups, the inferences that are drawn from the analysis of the simple model could be

biased. As the propensity to vote could develop differently for the groups, we

include a range of variables that have been shown to be solid predictors of turnout in

different settings (cf. Smets and Van Ham 2013), Denmark included (e.g., Bhatti

et al. 2012, 2014b; Bhatti 2012; Bhatti and Hansen 2010). The variables also

represent factors that distinguish the movers from the stayers. As a consequence, the

controlled model represents a more accurate estimate of the actual effect of moving

or being reassigned on turnout, but it is also noted that the differences between the

effect estimates from the two models are quite small.

Figure 2 shows that being reassigned to vote at a new polling station has an average

marginal effect on turnout on 1.2 percentage points. Furthermore, the effect sizes

between the different types of movers differ slightly, as the average marginal effect for

movers who changed polling stations (-3.7 and -4.5 percentage points, group C and

D, respectively) are a bit lower than the turnout effect (-5.7 percentage points) for the

movers who remained attached to the same polling station (group E). We can compare

the results with some usual predictors of turnout to ascertain the substantial meaning of

the effect sizes. Roughly speaking, the average marginal effect of moving is more than

double the gender effect (women vote more), slightly higher than being employed

(compared with unemployment) and slightly lower than having completed an

education higher than elementary school (cf. Table 1 in Appendix).

The results point to three important implications with regard to the relative

importance of convenience, informational and social costs. First, being reassigned to

vote at a new polling station does not seem to decrease turnout. Although a citizen

has stayed at the same address and might have a habit of going to a certain polling

station, her turnout decision is not affected substantially. If anything, the results

indicate that there is a positive effect of being reassigned in this context. This

finding is somewhat surprising, as this group theoretically experiences substantially

higher convenience costs and to a lesser degree higher informational costs due to the

need to go to a new polling station. These citizens need to locate and navigate at a

new polling station, which might seem like a trivial change. However, considering

the habitual element of voting that has in part been linked to physical repetition

related to the act of voting, we should expect to find a negative effect on turnout (cf.

Aldrich et al. 2011; Cutts et al. 2009; Plutzer 2002; Coppock and Green 2015).
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There are at least three plausible (and non-exclusive) explanations for this

finding. First, some municipalities might have strategically opened new polling

stations in areas with low turnout in 2009 and also concentrated mobilization efforts

in these areas. Second, and less specific to this election, a potential explanation

could be that all Danish citizens receive a personal letter with the exact address of

the polling station. With this information, the citizens do not need to determine by

themselves where to vote, as the search costs (cf. Brady and Mcnulty 2011) that are

needed to locate the new polling station are handled by the letter from the

authorities. Thus, the informational costs matter less in this context compared with,

for example, the US. Third, we know that the average distance to polling stations

increased from 2009 to 2013, which also means increased convenience costs due to

increased transportation time (Dyck and Gimpel 2005; Gronke et al. 2008).

However, as the stayers have a stable close social environment, they might tackle

the challenge together. As argued above, a substantial number of voters go to the

polling station together with other voters from their households and neighborhoods

(Fieldhouse and Cutts 2012; Bhatti et al. 2015; Bhatti and Hansen 2013). In this

way, being in the same social environment will for some people help facilitate the

trip to the polling station by going together, while for other citizens it could be a

motivational factor to go and vote and thereby obtain a feeling of being a

contributing member of the community. While the exact mechanism is difficult to

uncover with this study, the sum of the findings suggest that the social aspect that

surrounds the act of voting might make up for the increased convenience costs from

being reassigned to vote at a new polling station.

Second, the results shows that there is a negative effect of moving on turnout, and this

effect is larger than being reassigned to vote at a new polling station. However, there is

not a greater effect for movers who change polling station compared with movers who

remain at the same polling station. In fact, it seems that the opposite is the case.

Furthermore, there is only a slightly greater effect for movers who change municipalities

compared with movers who remain within the same municipality. These findings can

add to our understanding of the relevance of convenience, informational and social costs

in explaining why residential mobility decreases turnout.

Substantially, the results suggest that the most important explanation for the

negative effect of moving on turnout is disruption of social ties. To arrive at this

conclusion, we need to consider how the costs differentiate between the groups. The

movers who stay attached to the same polling station (group C) experience the same

increases in convenience costs and informational costs as the reassigned stayers

(group B) who are discussed above. In addition, movers who stay attached to the

same polling station also must cope with changes in their close social environment,

which leads to an increase in the social costs of voting. The fact that there is a

negative turnout effect for this group but not for the reassigned stayers suggests that

social costs are important.6

6 One might object that moving entails a number of practical tasks that take away focus from the election,

which the reassigned citizens do not have to cope with. While this point most likely is correct and is in

line with the idea of a distraction effect, it is not really on target regarding this part of the analysis, as the

timing of residential change is included as a control variable (cf. Table 1 in Appendix). The question of

timing and the potential distraction effect is explored under the next heading.
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Furthermore, by investigating the effects for the different movers, we can obtain

a better idea of the relevance of informational and social costs. To begin, we might

consider whether the effect of residential mobility on turnout is due to increased

informational costs. To summarize, there are both practical informational costs

(e.g., locating a polling station, finding out when and how to vote) and political

informational costs (e.g., obtaining knowledge about political agendas and running

candidates/parties) that are related to voting. For groups C and D, the political

informational costs are similar, as they stay within a municipality. However, the

practical informational costs are higher for group D, as those voters are required to

locate and navigate a new polling station. This difference in practical informational

costs does not have an effect when we look at the turnout for groups C and D in

Fig. 2.

Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows that that the increased political informational costs of

moving to a new municipality (group E) does not matter much. When moving to a

new municipality, citizens need to invest time to learn who the new politicians are

and understand the political agenda in the new municipality, which involves

informational costs not incurred by movers within municipalities. With this in mind,

it is remarkable that the effect size does not differ much for citizens who move

within (groups C and D) and between (group E) municipalities.

The sum of these findings suggests that the increased social costs that are related to

voting play a substantial role in explaining why there is a negative effect of moving on

turnout. To be clear, this argument does not entail that either convenience or

informational costs are irrelevant in explaining citizens’ turnout decisions. For some

citizens, it could be the inconvenience of voting or having informational costs that are

too substantial that matters the most. However, for the residentially instable and for

the stayers who experience changes in their voting situation, the social costs seem to

have the greatest impact. Specifically, it is argued that the close social surroundings

are an important factor in citizens’ turnout decisions.

The third point pertains to the fact that there is automatic registration to vote for

all citizens in this institutional setting. Re-registration is noted to depress turnout for

movers in several existing studies, and to make it easier to register would arguably

have a substantial positive effect on turnout (Rosenstone and Wolfinger 1978;

Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Squire et al. 1987; Highton 2000; Rosenstone and

Fig. 2 The average marginal effect of polling station reassignment and residential mobility. It shows the
average marginal effect on turnout in percentage points for each of the groups compared with the stayers
voting at the same polling station (group A). The simple model includes past turnout as the only control
variable. See Table 1 in Appendix for complete models including standard errors
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Hansen 1993; Highton and Wolfinger 2001; Fenster 1994). Finding a negative effect

of moving on turnout in a context with automatic registration stresses the

importance of the increased social costs that moving has on turnout. Thus, while the

findings that are presented here do not go against the existing evidence, it does

suggest that making it easier to register or even removing the registration

requirement should not be expected to even out the turnout for movers and stayers

(see also Rhine 1995; Leighley and Nagler 2013; Nickerson 2015 for an argument

along these lines).

Timing Moderates the Effect of Residential Mobility

Metaphorically speaking, as with the repotting of plants, moving tends to disrupt root

systems, and it takes time for movers to put down new roots (Highton 2000; Putnam

2000). For some people, a residential change can be extraordinarily stressful, and

some will likely have more immediate needs to manage than voting (Squire et al.

1987). In this way, moving shortly before an election might cause a distraction effect

in the sense that people’s life situation distracts them from prioritizing to go vote in the

election. That stressful life events can distract voters was recently illustrated by Hobbs

et al. (2014), who documented a sharp turnout decline for citizens’ whose spouses died

close to the Election Day. While residential change is probably less distracting than

losing a spouse, the situations have in common that an important event happens to take

place almost simultaneously with an election and thereby directs attention away from

politics. Furthermore, even after the most urgent practical tasks have been handled, it

still takes time to integrate into a new community and learn about the political agenda.

For these reasons, it is uncontroversial to assume that the timing of residential change

moderates the turnout effect.

However, there are no existing studies that have had access to detailed

information on residential change. To analyze how timing influences the effect of

moving on turnout, the information on the exact date of residential change is used to

divide the residential groups into three (Fig. 3).

As expected, the average marginal effect of moving shortly before an election is

substantially larger than an earlier move. For those who move within 0–30 days

Fig. 3 The effect of residential mobility conditional on timing. It shows the average marginal effect in
percentage points on turnout for each of the groups conditional on the timing of residential change and
compared with the stayers voting at the same polling station. The estimates are from a logistic regression
with control variables. See Table 2 in Appendix for the simple and controlled model including standard
errors
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before an election, the average marginal effect on turnout is between -10 and -14

percentage points across the three residential groups. This indeed highlights the

distraction effect from moving shortly before an election on turnout. The average

marginal effect is between -3 and -6 for those who moved 1–3 months before an

election. No doubt that this is still a substantial negative turnout effect. However, it

also illustrates that more than half of those who abstain from voting because of

moving just before the election actually overcomes the hurdle within 1–3 months.

Having just a bit more time to settle down seems to make a substantial difference.

Finally, we see that the average marginal effect of moving in the period between the

last election and three months up to the current election is between 0 and -2

percentage points. This effect is quite small, which illustrates that citizens settle

down and return to their usual turnout pattern after having lived in a residence for a

while.

Residential Instability has Larger Consequences for Less Educated Citizens

As Wolfinger and his colleagues concluded with regard to residential mobility and

turnout, ‘‘[w]ell-educated movers seem to hit the ground running’’ (Squire et al.

1987: 53). A central argument in the literature is that higher educated citizens are

more likely to have the bureaucratic skills that are needed to re-register to vote, and

they are also likely to be more motivated to tackle the increased costs of voting

(Rosenstone and Wolfinger 1978; Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980; Squire et al.

1987; Highton 1997). Here, I investigate whether education also moderates the

effect of moving on turnout in a high turnout context with automatic registration. To

do this, I include an interaction term between five educational groups and whether

citizens’ stayed or moved between the elections in a logistic regression with control

variables. To simplify the results, the three types of movers are amalgamated into

the same group in this part of the analysis.7 In the next step, the predicted

probabilities are calculated for each of the interaction terms (Fig. 4).

The results show that there is almost no effect of moving on turnout for the highest

educated citizens and there is a negative effect for the least educated. The negative

effect of moving on turnout is also smaller for citizens with less than 4 years of higher

education than for those with primary and technical education. One might note that the

high school group is less affected by moving than people with a technical education.

One potential explanation is that high schools in Denmark include courses in societal

and political affairs, and many people who obtain a technical education do not attend

high school. In this way, the high school graduates are better prepared than technical

graduates to handle the changes in informational and social costs.

The larger implication is that moving does seem to have unequal effects on

turnout, as the highest educated are not substantially affected and the lowest

educated are affected the most. This might be because higher educated voters have

higher cognitive skills (Denny and Doyle 2008), a stronger civic duty-norm related

to voting (Elklit et al. 2005: 113), peers with whom they more often discuss politics

7 Breaking the moving variable into the three residential groups that were used in the previous part of the

analysis results in the same pattern as presented in Fig. 4 (as shown in the Online Resource Figure A.1).
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(Klofstad 2007), a higher political awareness (Zaller 1992), or because they build

stronger ties to social networks with high-status persons (Persson 2014). Other

reasons may also apply, but unfortunately this study is not able to sort out the exact

reason. One thing we can conclude is that simply having better bureaucratic skills is

not a sufficient explanation for why higher educated movers’ turnout does not suffer

much from moving, as there are almost no administrative burdens (e.g., registration

to vote) for movers related to voting in the context of this study.

Discussion

This study investigated the effect of moving and being reassigned to a new polling

station between two elections on turnout in the 2013 Danish Municipality Elections,

which is a context with automatic voter registration. Using a panel dataset with

validated turnout and a number of highly valid control variables, the analysis shows

an average marginal effect of moving on turnout between -4 and -6

percentage points across three different residential patterns. Clearly, some of the

effect are likely due to a distraction effect for those moving shortly before the

election (a point elaborated on below). But this is not sufficient to explain the

negative turnout effect for those who have had the time to take care of the most

urgent needs in relation to their relocation. The larger argument is instead that the

effect is caused primarily by increased social costs associated with voting due to

moving away from one’s neighborhood. When people move, the social rewards of

voting decrease. The effect of moving on turnout is practically the same for people

who move to a new municipality compared with people who move within the same

Fig. 4 Predicted probability of voting conditional on residential status and education (pct.).
N = 2,080,392. The entries are the predicted probabilities of voting for each group, which are derived
from a logistic regression analysis using the same variables as in Fig. 2 with an interaction term between
educational attainment and residential change. See Table 3 in Appendix for complete models including
standard errors
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municipality, which indicates that the informational costs that are related to learning

a new political agenda and obtaining knowledge about new politicians when

crossing a municipal border does not have a substantial impact on turnout.

Furthermore, the effect is actually slightly larger for movers who remain allocated

to the same polling station as the last election compared with the other movers. This

group has almost no changes in convenience and informational costs, but their

turnout still drops with almost -6 percentage points. This is another indication of

the importance of the close social environment and neighborhood for turnout.

Disruptions of citizens’ social surroundings seem to be a key explanation for the

negative effect of moving on turnout.

In the institutional setting of the study, there are substantially smaller

convenience costs that are caused by moving due to automatic registration to vote

compared with elections that require movers to re-register to vote. As such, this

study can provide a hint as to whether making registration automatic in other

contexts will solve the problem of depressing turnout for movers. The analysis

suggests that this is not likely to be the case. The negative effect of moving that has

been found in earlier studies are therefore not likely to be caused exclusively by the

costs that are related to re-registering to vote.

The final part of the study investigated two potential moderators for the effect of

moving on turnout. First, the study showed that the effect of moving is substantially

moderated by the timing of residential change. This analysis is the first of its type,

which was only made possible because of the knowledge of the exact date of

residential change for a large number of citizens. The analysis shows that the

average marginal effect for citizens who move in the month leading up to an

election is more than -10 percentage points, and it is between -4 and -6

percentage points for those who move between one and three months before the

election. This finding shows that moving shortly before an election distracts many

citizens’ attention away from politics. The effect is quite small for citizens who

move longer time before the election, which illustrates that this group has settled

down and returned to its normal pattern of political participation. The relatively

strong effect of moving shortly before an election implies that a large group of the

electorate fails to deliver its input to the political system simply because of their

residential change shortly before the election. Nevertheless, this group will live

under the same government as everybody else in the forthcoming electoral period.

Second, the analysis documents that the effect of moving on turnout is largest for

less educated citizens. Indeed, the highest educated citizens’ turnout was almost

unaffected by moving, while there was a -5 percentage point drop in turnout for the

least educated group who had moved between the two elections. This finding

implies that moving in itself makes the electorate less representative of the general

population, which might be a problem for democracy (cf. Lijphart 1997) as well as

for the less educated movers whose views might be taken less into consideration by

politicians (Griffin and Newman 2005). If policy makers are genuinely concerned

about inequalities in turnout, it might be worth considering initiatives that are

targeted towards movers to reduce the negative effect of moving on turnout.

As is often the case with non-experimental studies, one might question the

robustness of the analysis, specifically with regard to problems with omitted
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variables. Obviously, movers are different from stayers, meaning that people self-

select into the groups under examination. As a consequence, one might question

whether the effects are simply a result of individuals self-selecting into different

groups. While this problem is recognized, the fact that the analyses are based on

panel data do reduce the problem substantially by having a baseline measurement of

individual characteristics in the analysis. By including past turnout as a lagged

dependent variable, it is only to the extent that unobserved characteristics for the

movers make them develop a different propensity to vote than stayers during the

period between the elections that self-selection possesses a serious threat to the

conclusions. To make up for this potential problem, a number of socio-demographic

control variables that help predict turnout were included in the analysis, and the

effects were still present. This finding gives us confidence in the substantial results

from the analysis, i.e., that there is a negative effect of moving on turnout, and it is

primarily due to increased social costs, although we cannot completely dismiss the

possibility that the effect sizes are sensitive to the omission of some variables.

Altogether, the article provides a strong argument for the relevance of studying

the effects of residential mobility on turnout as well as providing more insights into

the mechanisms that cause this effect. Surely, this is only a small piece in the larger

puzzle of understanding citizens’ decisions to vote or abstain from doing so. More

empirical studies are encouraged across countries, institutional contexts and in

terms of other types of political behavior. Hopefully, this article can be an

inspiration for future research.
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Appendix

See Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Table 1 Logistic regressions using residential change and polling station allocation to predict turnout

(full model behind Fig. 2)

(1) (2)

Simple model Controlled model

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Residential change (base = stayers, same

polling station)

0.000 (.) 0.0 (.) 0.000 (.) 0.0 (.)

Stayers, new polling station 0.201*

(0.008)

2.9 (0.001) 0.091*

(0.008)

1.2 (0.001)
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Table 1 continued

(1) (2)

Simple model Controlled model

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Movers, same polling station -0.400*

(0.006)

-6.3

(0.001)

-0.385*

(0.008)

-5.7

(0.001)

Movers, new polling station -0.277*

(0.006)

-4.3

(0.001)

-0.254*

(0.008)

-3.7

(0.001)

Movers, new municipality -0.277*

(0.005)

-4.3

(0.001)

-0.309*

(0.007)

-4.5

(0.001)

Voted in 2009 2.116*

(0.004)

32.1

(0.000)

1.897*

(0.004)

27.0

(0.000)

Age -0.197*

(0.003)

-2.8

(0.000)

Age2 0.004*

(0.000)

0.1 (0.000)

Age3 -0.000*

(0.000)

-0.0

(0.000)

Sex (female) 0.127*

(0.004)

1.8 (0.1)

Educational attainment (base = elementary

school)

0.000 (.) 0.000 (.)

High school 0.436*

(0.008)

6.6 (0.001)

Technical education 0.323*

(0.005)

5.0 (0.001)

Higher education (4 years or less) 0.716*

(0.006)

10.4

(0.001)

Higher education (5 years or more) 0.838*

(0.008)

12.0

(0.001)

Income 0.001

(0.001)

0.0 (0.000)

Employed 0.228*

(0.005)

3.2 (0.001)

Ethnicity (base = Danish) 0.000 (.) 0.0 (.)

Non-Danish, Western ethnicity -0.892*

(0.010)

-14.3

(0.002)

Non-Danish, Non-Western ethnicity -1.138*

(0.007)

-18.7

(0.001)

Timing of residential change 0.000*

(0.000)

0.0 (0.000)

Fewer, the same or more eligible HH-members

in 2013 than 2009

0.056*

(0.004)

0.8 (0.001)

Married (0 = no, 1 = yes) 0.289*

(0.005)

4.1 (0.001)

Living with someone (0 = no, 1 = yes) 0.314*

(0.005)

4.5 (0.001)
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Table 1 continued

(1) (2)

Simple model Controlled model

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Number of children in household (base = 0) 0.000 (.) 0.0 (.)

1 Child 0.139*

(0.006)

2.0 (0.001)

2 Children 0.233*

(0.006)

3.3 (0.001)

3 or More children 0.262*

(0.009)

3.7 (0.001)

Logged distance to polling station -0.024*

(0.002)

-0.3

(0.000)

Constant -0.034*

(0.003)

1.638*

(0.049)

N 2,080,392 2,080,392 2,080,392 2,080,392

McFaddens pesudo R2 likelihood 0.18 0.22

v2 423,483.43 533,281.55

* p\ 0.001. Standard errors in parenthesis

Table 2 Logistic regressions using residential change, timing and polling station assignment to predict

turnout (full model behind Fig. 3)

(1) (2)

Simple model Controlled model

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Residential change and timing (baseline:

Stayers, same polling station)

0.000 (.) 0.0 (.) 0.000 (.) 0.0 (.)

Stayers, new polling station 0.201*

(0.008)

2.9 (0.001) 0.090*

(0.008)

1.3 (0.001)

Mover, same polling station, 0–30 days -1.101*

(0.026)

-19.1

(0.005)

-0.871*

(0.027)

-13.8

(0.005)

Mover, same polling station, 31–90 days -0.616*

(0.020)

-10.1

(0.004)

-0.362*

(0.021)

-5.4 (0.003)

Mover, same polling station, 91-last election -0.355*

(0.006)

-5.6 (0.001) -0.145*

(0.006)

-2.1 (0.001)

Mover, new polling station, 0–30 days -0.925*

(0.032)

-15.7

(0.006)

-0.692*

(0.033)

-10.8

(0.006)

Mover, new polling station, 31–90 days -0.461*

(0.022)

-7.4 (0.004) -0.215*

(0.022)

-3.1 (0.003)

Mover, new polling station, 91-last election -0.244*

(0.006)

-3.8 (0.001) -0.023*

(0.007)

-0.3 (0.001)
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Table 2 continued

(1) (2)

Simple model Controlled model

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Mover, new municipality, 0–30 days -1.053*

(0.024)

-18.1

(0.005)

-0.823*

(0.025)

-13.0

(0.004)

Mover, new municipality, 31–90 days -0.590*

(0.016)

-9.6 (0.003) -0.374*

(0.017)

-5.6 (0.003)

Mover, new municipality, 91-last election -0.215*

(0.005)

-3.3

(0.001)

-0.078*

(0.006)

-1.1 (0.001)

Voted in 2009 2.119*

(0.004)

32.1 (0.000) 1.896*

(0.004)

26.9 (0.000)

Age -0.193*

(0.003)

-2.7 (0.000)

Age2 0.004*

(0.000)

0.1 (0.000)

Age3 -0.000*

(0.000)

-0.0 (0.000)

Sex (female) 0.127*

(0.004)

1.8 (0.001)

Educational attainment (base = elementary

school)

0.000 (.) 0.0 (.)

High school 0.433*

(0.008)

6.6 (0.001)

Technical education 0.324*

(0.005)

5.0 (0.001)

Higher education (4 years or less) 0.717*

(0.006)

10.5 (0.001)

Higher education (5 years or more) 0.840*

(0.008)

12.0 (0.001)

Income 0.001

(0.001)

0.0 (0.000)

Employed 0.229*

(0.005)

3.3 (0.001)

Ethnicity (base = Danish) 0.000 (.) 0.0 (.)

Non-Danish, Western ethnicity -0.892*

(0.010)

-14.3

(0.002)

Non-Danish, Non-Western ethnicity -1.136*

(0.007)

-18.7

(0.001)

Fewer, the same or more eligible HH-

members in 2013 than 2009

0.056*

(0.004)

0.8 (0.001)

Married 0.292*

(0.005)

4.1 (0.001)

Married (0 = no, 1 = yes) 0.292*

(0.005)

4.1 (0.001)

Living with someone (0 = no, 1 = yes) 0.314*

(0.005)

4.5 (0.001)
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Table 2 continued

(1) (2)

Simple model Controlled model

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Log. Coef. Change in

%-points

Number of children in household (base = 0) 0.000 (.) 0.0 (.)

1 Child 0.140*

(0.006)

2.0 (0.001)

2 Children 0.237*

(0.006)

3.3 (0.001)

3 or More children 0.264*

(0.009)

3.7 (0.001)

Logged distance to polling station -0.024*

(0.002)

-0.3 (0.000)

Constant -0.036*

(0.003)

1.560*

(0.049)

N 2,080,392 2,080,392 2,080,392 2,080,392

McFaddens pesudo R2 likelihood 0.18 0.22

v2 426,477.45 533,810.82

* p\ 0.001. Standard errors in parenthesis

Table 3 Logistic regression and predicted probabilities of voting including interaction term between

residential status and education (full model behind Fig. 4)

(1) (2)

Logistic

Coefficient

Predicted

probabilities of

voting

Residential change (base = stayers) 0.000 (.) 0.758* (0.000)

Movers -0.420* (0.009) 0.706* (0.001)

Education, completed (base = primary school) 0.000 (.) 0.683* (0.001)

High school 0.355* (0.011) 0.747* (0.001)

Technical education 0.314* (0.006) 0.733* (0.000)

Higher education (4 years or less) 0.667* (0.007) 0.788* (0.001)

Higher education (5 years or more) 0.743* (0.010) 0.802* (0.001)

Stayers * primary school 0.000 (.) 0.708* (0.001)

Stayers * high school 0.000 (.) 0.761* (0.001)

Stayers * technical education 0.000 (.) 0.755* (0.001)

Stayers * higher education (4 years or less) 0.000 (.) 0.803* (0.001)

Stayers * higher education (5 years or more) 0.000 (.) 0.812* (0.001)

Movers * primary school 0.000 (.) 0.638* (0.001)

Movers * high school 0.168* (0.015) 0.724* (0.001)

Movers * technical education 0.026 (0.010) 0.695* (0.001)
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